365 SURFBOARDS
Slideshow lecture and book signing with author Ben Marcus
Saturday, December 7 • 6 p.m. • Free Admission
This book is a chronological display of surfboards from the caballito de
tortora of Peru, to olo and alaia and then through kookboxes, Hot Curls,
balsa, twin fins, thruster and everything in between, up to the present.
Earlier this year, author Ben Marcus and photographer Lucia Griggi drove
from Seattle to La Jolla, photographing surfers, shapers and collectors with
their favorite surfboards including Matt Warshaw, author of The
Encyclopedia of Surfing, feeling a little landlocked in Seattle; Gerry Lopez
carefully unbending a broken leg in Bend; Greg Noll on the Smith River; Dale
Webster in front of the schoolhouse they used in the Hitchcock movie The Birds; Jeff Clark with a
modern version of a classic 1991 Mavericks gun; and Wingnut with three of his favorites, in his
Pleasure Point backyard. The book is already popular. Be sure to attend Ben’s slideshow lecture and
book signing to get your autographed copy. 304 pages. $20.

HOBIE: Master of Water, Wind and Waves
Author book talk and signing with Paul Holmes
Sunday, December 15 • 2-4 p.m. • Author talk at 3 p.m. • Free Admission
Hobie, the man and the brand, created an empire of surfboards, catamarans,
monohull sailboats, powered craft, radio-controlled model gliders, apparel,
sunglasses and more. His prime motivation was always simply, in his own words,
“to build them a toy, and a game to play with it.” Twenty-seven months in the
making, this superb quality 12” x 9” 300-page hardcover book comprises
120,000 words of text accompanied by 585 photographs and illustrations that
document Hobie’s entire life and career. It’s an epic by any measure and a fitting
testament to an amazing man as he enters his eightieth year. $60.
San Onofre Exhibit
Daily 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Dive in to the interesting cultural history of surfing in
Southern California at Oceanside’s California Surf
Museum! Current exhibits include San Onofre:
Birthplace of California Beach Culture. San
Onofre, and the surfing culture it has spawned, is an
authentic piece of American culture. Ongoing exhibits
include Courageous Inspiration: Bethany Hamilton,
and A Brief History of Surfboards.
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